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WELCOME FROM THE PRO-VICE-CHANCELLOR FOR EDUCATION, PROFESSOR CHRIS 

HUGHES 

 

Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) is a growing area of strategic development within the 
University enriching teaching and learning through the use of interactive and online technologies: 

 the University's strategic objectives identify the importance of developing staff skills to 
support new technology-enhanced models of teaching and learning; 

 the Monash-Warwick Alliance has a clear focus on blended and international learning 

opportunities including the development of virtual spaces for online learning; 

 the Warwick International Higher Education Academy identifies the use of technology to 

support flexible learning as one of its six key objectives; and 

 supporting technology enhanced learning is one of the key approaches, identified by both 

the Higher Education Academy (HEA) and the Staff and Educational Development 

Association (SEDA), for enhancing the student experience and providing greater flexibility. 

This Postgraduate Award (one of a range of accredited courses and CPD opportunities offered by 
LDC) is a great opportunity to focus on developing your skills and understanding of the effective use 
of technology to support teaching and learning.  It is designed to provide structured professional 
development for you as you explore and develop innovative teaching methods, evaluate their 
effectiveness and impact on learners’ experiences.  The course has been designed to provide you 
with opportunities to work and engage with colleagues from across the institution as you develop a 
TEL project, whilst at the same time enabling you to align the project to your own particular 
disciplinary needs. 
  
The Postgraduate Award in Technology Enhanced Learning (PGA TEL) is aligned with the UK 
Professional Standards Framework and as such is accredited with the Higher Education Academy, 
leading to recognition as an Associate Fellow of the Higher Education. 
  
I very much hope you will enjoy and benefit from your participation in the course over the next 
twelve months. 
 

  

Christopher W. Hughes 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) 
Chair of the Faculty of Social Sciences 
Professor of International Politics and Japanese Studies 
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COURSE OVERVIEW 

PGA TEL is a part-time, practice-based Masters level course (30 CATS) for colleagues across the 

institution who are interested in developing their understanding of how technology can be used to 

support teaching and learning.   

The aims of the course are to: 

 support participants to develop a conceptual and practical understanding of technology 

enhanced learning;  

 enhance participants’ skills and abilities in the use of technology enhanced learning through 

design, implementation and evaluation of a teaching and learning project; 

 equip participants with a research based approach to the development of teaching and 

learning activities, drawing on relevant theoretical frameworks; 

 support participants to adopt open and positive attitudes towards opportunities for 

continuing professional development in which they can identify and work towards their own 

professional goals; 

 identify and evaluation approaches for embedding technology enhanced learning effectively 

into a wide range of learning activities across the institution, and to evaluate and 

disseminate the outcomes of these interventions. 

Through completing the course participants will develop an understanding of the Higher Education 

Academy UK Professional Standards Framework (HEA UK PSF), allowing them to align their practice 

to Descriptor 1 and achieve Associate Fellowship status. 

The course includes a series of core workshops and online activities and is expected to be completed 

within 12 months.  The series of workshops and online activities (full details of which can be found 

on page 10) are designed to support participants through each stage of their project as they design, 

create and evaluate a real technology enhanced learning project focused around their own areas of 

interest and professional needs.  Participants are also encouraged to join the institution’s 

Technology Enhanced Learning Forum which provides a collaborative space for colleagues across the 

institution to share practice and ideas around effective use of technology enhanced learning: 

www.warwick.ac.uk/telforum.  

The course is assessed through a portfolio of work comprising of four assessed online activities and a 

case study reporting on the design, implementation and evaluation of a TEL project (for full details 

see page 17).  The portfolio is designed to support participants to evidence engagement with the UK 

Professional Standards Framework UKPSF (which can be found on pages 6-7) and the course aims 

and learning outcomes.   

Participants enrolling on this course can choose to take an accredited route, with successful 

completion leading to the Postgraduate Award, or a non-accredited route focusing on the 

development of knowledge and skills without the need to submit work for assessment.  Those who 

choose to pursue the accredited route will need to enrol formally through the University’s central 

system. This involves being given a student number and creating a student IT account.  In order to 

https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/recognition-accreditation/uk-professional-standards-framework-ukpsf
http://www.warwick.ac.uk/telforum
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avoid people emailing their student email address instead of the staff one they should set up a 

redirect from their student to their staff account.  (Full details of the enrolment process will be sent 

to participants on the accredited route after joining the first workshop).  Those who chose the non-

accredited route will be registered as participants with the Learning and Development Centre but 

will not be awarded credits or gain professional recognition (AFHEA) upon completion of the 

programme.  

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION 

This course is part of the University of Warwick’s Academic and Professional Pathways (APPs), which 

are aligned to the UKPSF and accredited by the Higher Education Academy.  An overview of these 

pathways can be found in the Appendix to this handbook on page 29. 

The UKPSF provides a set of professional standards and guidelines for everyone involved in teaching 

and supporting learning within the HE environment. The framework identifies the diverse range of 

teaching and support roles and environments. These are reflected and are expressed in the 

Dimensions of Professional Practice which include: 

 areas of activity undertaken by teachers and support staff; 

 core knowledge needed to carry out those activities at the appropriate level; and  

 professional values that individuals performing these activities should exemplify. 

On successful completion of the course participants will have demonstrated and evidence for 

Descriptor 1 and will gain professional recognition as Associate Fellow of the Higher Education 

Academy (AFHEA) alongside the Postgraduate Award in Technology Enhanced Learning (PGA TEL).  

UKPSF Descriptor 1   

Demonstrates an understanding of specific aspects of effective teaching, learning support 

methods and student learning. Individuals should be able to provide evidence of:  

I. Successful engagement with at least two of the five Areas of Activity 

II. Successful engagement in appropriate teaching and practices related to these Areas 

of Activity  

III. Appropriate Core Knowledge and understanding of at least K1 and K2  

IV. A commitment to appropriate Professional Values in facilitating others’ learning  

V. Relevant professional practices, subject and pedagogic research and/or scholarship 

within the above activities  

VI. Successful engagement, where appropriate, in professional development activity 

related to teaching, learning and assessment responsibilities 

The course learning outcomes on page 6, course schedule on pages 10 -14 and assessment tasks on 

page 17 show where it is expected that the dimensions of the frameworks will be met to evidence 

practice to meet Descriptor 1. 
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On becoming an Associate Fellow of the Higher Education Academy it is the responsibility 

of individuals to ensure they remain in good standing and continue to work in line with their relevant 

Fellow descriptor standard (as outlined in the Framework) by continuing to engage with, and record, 

their professional development activities.  It is also expected that where possible, after successful 

completion of the course, participants will build on their learning and work towards applying for 

Fellowship of the Higher Education Academy (FHEA) through the Warwick Pathway for experienced 

staff: the APP (EXP) http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/teaching_learning/app/exp/ .  

LEARNING OUTCOMES (AND ALIGNMENT TO UKPSF) 

By the end of this course participants will have:  

1. Conducted a review of technology in learning and teaching showing an informed awareness 

of current debates and issues around technology enhanced learning in higher education, 

including how accessibility and inclusivity underpin academic and/or professional practice. 

(A1, K2, K4, V1, V2, V3, V4) 

2. Critically analysed opportunities and constraints in using technology to support learning, 

showing an awareness of ideas and theories around effective pedagogical application of 

technology enhanced learning. (A1, A4, K1*, K2, K4, V1, V3) 

3. Designed a learning resource or learning activity integrating appropriate information and/or 

communications technology. (A1, K1*, K2, K4, V1, V2 V3) 

4. Planned and implemented a strategy to incorporate a learning resource or activity (using 

appropriate technology) in their teaching. (A1, A4, K2, K4, V1, V3) 

5. Evaluated a technology enhanced learning intervention, its impact and their own 

performance with consideration of the existing evidence base. (A4, A5, K2, K4, K5, V3, V4) 

6. Engaged in reflective dialogue with colleagues and disseminated their project findings. (A5, 

K1*, K2, K4, V3) 

7. Reviewed, planned and undertaken appropriate actions related to their own continuing 

professional development. (A5, K2, K4, K5, V3, V4)  

In addition to these participants will have demonstrated clear and effective written and online 

communication skills, and aligned their practice to descriptor 1 of the HEA UK PSF as outlined in 

the table above.   

The reference to K1 in these learning outcomes indicates where participants will be expected to 

demonstrate their subject specific knowledge as they explore the use of technology enhanced 

learning and design their projects. 

  

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/teaching_learning/app/exp/
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 THE DIMENSIONS OF PRACTICE 

These are a set of statements outlining the: 

 Areas of Activity undertaken by teachers and supporters of learning within HE; 

 Core Knowledge that is needed to carry out those activities at the appropriate level; and 

 Professional Values that someone performing these activities should embrace and 

exemplify. 

 

 

 

  

Areas of Activity 

A1 Design and plan learning activities 

and/or programmes of study 

A2  Teach and/or support learning 

A3 Assess and give feedback to learners 

A4  Develop effective learning 

environments and approaches to 

student support and guidance 

A5  Engage in continuing professional 

development in subjects/disciplines 

and their pedagogy, incorporating 

research, scholarship and the 

evaluation of professional practices 

Core Knowledge 

K1 The subject material 

K2 Appropriate methods for teaching 
and learning in the subject area and 
at the level of the academic 
programme 

K3 How students learn, both generally 
and within their subject/disciplinary 
area(s) 

K4  The use and value of appropriate 
learning technologies 

K5 Methods for evaluating the 
effectiveness of teaching 

K6 The implications of quality assurance 
and quality enhancement for 
academic and professional practice 
with a particular focus on teaching 

Professional Values 

V1 Respect individual learners and diverse 

learning communities 

V2  Promote participation in higher 

education and equality of opportunity 

for learners 

V3 Use evidence-informed approaches 

and the outcomes from research, 

scholarship and continuing 

professional development 

V4  Acknowledge the wider context in 

which higher education operates 

recognising the implications for 

professional practice 
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COURSE TEAM  

 

Course Leader 

Emma King  Ext: 75341 E.L.King@warwick.ac.uk  

Emma is the Learning and Development Centre’s lead on Technology Enhanced Learning.  She is responsible 

for the Postgraduate Award in Technology Enhanced Learning which supports colleagues from across the 

institution to consider, implement and evaluate e-learning projects, and runs the Technology Enhanced 

Learning Forum, a University wide network where colleagues meet termly to share practice and develop ideas 

collaboratively.  Emma is also interested in the effective and creative use of space for teaching and learning, 

and the potential for game based learning within Higher Education. 

Qualifications: BSc (Hons) Psychology, PGCE, MSc E-learning, SFHEA, Warwick Award for Teaching Excellence 

(2014) 

Course Secretary 

Judith Taylor Ext: 24698 Judith.Taylor@warwick.ac.uk  

Course Tutors 

Members of the Learning and Development Centre Teaching and Learning Unit will support the delivery, 

assessment and mentoring of participants on this course. 

Letizia Gramaglia  

Letizia is responsible for managing the Teaching and Learning Unit at Warwick and supporting the delivery of 

strategic priorities, with a specific focus on Learning and Teaching. She has eight years of professional 

experience in the HE sector in both academic and non-academic roles. Her areas of interest include 

Postcolonial Literature, History of Medicine, non-directive coaching, and innovative teaching approaches.  

Qualifications: Laurea cum Laude (BA Hons) Modern Languages and Literature, MA with Distinction in Colonial 

and Post-Colonial Literature, Certificate for Teaching Foreign Languages, Certificate in Coaching and 

Mentoring, PGA in Technology Enhanced Learning, PhD in Comparative Cultural Studies, SFHEA. 

Sara Hattersley  

Sara is an experienced teacher educator, with a background in post-16 teaching and teacher training. She has 

worked with a range of adult returning learners and teacher trainees, being part of the Centre for Lifelong 

Learning for over 10 years. She has a strong interest in technology-enhanced learning, having designed and 

delivered a range of blended programmes for teacher training. She is interested in innovative teaching 

approaches, exploring alternative assessments, and is an advocate of e-portfolios and the notion of student as 

producer. Sara is course tutor on the APP PGR programme. 

Qualifications: BA Hons (History/Art History), MA (Post-Compulsory Education), Diploma for Trainers of Adult 

Literacy Specialists, PGA Technology Enhanced Learning, Warwick Award for Teaching Excellence (2010 and 

2015). FHEA 

Jess Humphreys  

Jess is a Learning Development Advisor and teaches across all programmes offered by the Teaching and 

Learning team. She leads on the accredited programme for post graduate researchers who teach.  Jess's areas 

of interest include flexible learning, the role technology can play both within and beyond the classroom 

mailto:E.L.King@warwick.ac.uk
mailto:Judith.Taylor@warwick.ac.uk
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and student engagement through partnership. Jess has a teaching background in museums and libraries within 

the higher education sector.  

Qualifications: BA (Hons) History and Politics, MA Russian and East European Studies, PG Dip Museum Studies, 

MSc Information Management, PGA E-learning in Academic and Professional Practice, MCLIP, SFHEA. 

 

Jennie Mills  

Jennie is course leader on Academic and Professional Practice programme. Jennie is particularly interested in 

assessment and feedback, the use of social media in teaching and learning, and in students as co-creators of 

knowledge. She is currently researching the role of wonderment in HE teaching and learning, and how arts-

inspired methodologies and creative play can be used to enhance academic practice and academic 

development. 

Qualifications: BA (Hons) English Studies, MA English Literature (Critical Theory), MA Online and Distance 

Education, PG Certificate in Academic Practice, D.Phil. English Literature, FHEA. 

 

COURSE VLE AND COMMUNICATION WITH THE COURSE TEAM 

 

All of the course information and resources will be available through the course Moodle space:  

http://moodle.warwick.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=19642 (Please note that you should be able to sign in to this 

area using your normal university account, if you have any difficulties please contact the course secretary.)   

 

The course space is where all the online workshops will take place, as well as providing the resources from 

face-to-face workshops, access to the assessed online activities and the place for participants to submit work 

for assessment. 

 

All participants will be expected to regularly visit the course space as the ‘News and Announcements Forum’ is 

the main method for communication with the course team and between participants.  All participants are 

automatically subscribed to this forum and should receive email notifications when new posts are made 

(please do check your junk mail/clutter folders if you do not receive them). 

 

If you have any questions please use the ‘Discussion Forum’ available in the course site to raise them in the 

first instance as your questions and the answers will be useful to fellow participants. 

http://moodle.warwick.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=19642   

 

However, if you have any confidential enquiries please email using the course email address below as this 

address is checked regularly by all members of the course team. 

pgaelearning@warwick.ac.uk   

FEEDBACK  

The course team place great emphasis on feedback from participants and will be seeking feedback from you in 

a variety of ways, including evaluation questionnaires, participant liaison groups and informal discussions.  

Although completion of questionnaires and attendance at review meetings takes time we hope that you will 

regard this as a valuable investment that helps to develop the course for yourself as well as future participants.   

http://moodle.warwick.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=19642
http://moodle.warwick.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=19642
mailto:%20pgaelearning@warwick.ac.uk
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If you have any suggestions or issues as the course progresses then please feel free to raise them with any 

member of the course team rather than feeling you have to wait for the next ‘formal’ opportunity. 

COURSE STRUCTURE AND CONTENT 

The course is comprised of a series of: 

 Workshops – introducing the core concepts and underpinning pedagogical theory, as well as providing 

the opportunity to engage with a range of tools and technologies.  

 Online activities - designed to encourage reflection at key stages of project design and 

implementation.  These will give you the opportunity to exchange ideas with fellow participants as 

well as developing critical reflections on approaches adopted from both teacher and learner 

perspectives.  These activities form part of the assessed work for the course for participants on the 

accredited route, but participants on the non-accredited route are also encouraged to join in.   

You will also be provided with a range of tools and resources to support you throughout the project from 

focusing on the practicalities of design and implementation, to considering underpinning pedagogy, evaluating 

project implementation and reflecting on your own learning.   

You will also be invited to join a series of Participant Liaison Groups (PLGs) which provide you with the 

opportunity to share your views on the course, discuss your experiences and consider how these might impact 

on your own approaches to use of technology enhanced learning. These also present an additional opportunity 

to raise key questions relating to your project and receiving support from the course team as you build your 

case study and portfolio to evidence your engagement with the UKPSF. 

FORMAT 

The course is delivered in two formats, online and face-to-face.  The core content covered in the two formats 

of the course will not differ, and whichever version you have enrolled on you will have access to the same 

resources and level of support. 

 

The course is flexible to blend the two formats but please let us know about changes for any particular 

sessions, if we do not hear from you will we assume that you will be attending the format identified on 

application. 

 

A key part of the course is working together to share and explore different ideas and approaches, and 

supporting each other through discussion and debate through face-to-face discussions and online debates that 

take place as part of these workshops.  Based on students’ prior experiences (particularly when studying 

online) we strongly encourage you to organise yourselves into smaller study groups, meeting regularly to 

continue these discussions either face-to-face or online. 

COURSE SCHEDULE 

Indicative content for each session is shown below, but this may change slightly in order to meets specific 

needs of a cohort.  The timetable is designed to support you in planning your project in the autumn term, 

implement and evaluate it during the spring and summer terms, and write up your case study during the 

summer vacation for submission in October. 
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The course activities have been designed to facilitate your understanding of technology enhanced learning, 

with consideration to your specific discipline.  It is expected that you will draw on your subject specific 

knowledge (K1) to inform your exploration of technology enhanced learning and the design, implementation 

and evaluation of your projects, in particular where highlighted in the activities outlined below. 

 

Online activity 1 – Introductions 

(not assessed) 

Monday 7 – Sunday 13 November 

2016 

UKPSF Dimensions 

N/A 

Introduction to yourself, your role at Warwick and what you are hoping to get out of the course 

 

Workshop 1 - Introducing 

Technology Enhanced Learning 

Monday 14 November 2016: 

1.00–4.00pm 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A1, A4, K1, K2, K4, V1, V2, V4 

 Introduction to the course, assessment and UKPSF 

 Exploring teaching, learning and the role of technology 

 The student perspective on technology enhanced learning 

 Pedagogy and learning design 

 Reflective practice and finding relevant literature 

 

Online activity 2 – TEL Inspiration 

(formative) 

Monday 14 November – Sunday 

27 November 2016  4 December 

UKPSF Dimensions 

N/A 

Show and tell - what use of technology enhanced learning has inspired you to use it in your own practice? 

 

Workshop 2 (preceded by PLG1) – 

Planning a TEL project 

 

Monday 5 December 2016: 

12.00–4.00pm 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A1, A4, A5, K1, K2, K4, K5, V1, V2, 

V3 

 Introduction to the Extended Classroom toolset 

                                                           

1 Participant liaison group (PLG) – this is a working lunch that take places before three of the workshops and provide you 

with the opportunity to share your views on the course, discuss your experiences and consider how these might impact on 

your own approaches to use of technology enhanced learning. 
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 Project planning including stakeholder analysis  

 Introduction to evaluation 

 Critically engaging with the literature 

 

Online activity 3 – Exploring the 

use of technology enhanced 

learning   

Monday 5 December 2016 – 
Tuesday 3  Sunday 8 January 
2017 

 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A5, K1, K2, K4, V3 

Critical reflection on the literature around the use of technology enhanced learning 

 

Workshop 3 - Designing learning 

activities  

Monday 9 January 2017: 1.00–
4.00pm 

 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A1, A4, K2, K3, K4, V1, V2, V4 

 Investigating learning motivation 

 Effective learning design for online activities 

 Re-purposing face-to-face activities for online delivery 

 Using existing content and Open Educational Resources 

 

Online activity 4 – Designing your 
learning activity 

 

Monday 9 16 January – Sunday 
29 January 5 February 2017 

 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A1, A4, K1, K2, K4, V2, V3 

Sharing a plan for your TEL project, supported by appropriate evidence from the literature 

 

Workshop 4 (preceded by PLG2) – 

Running and evaluating a TEL 

project  

Monday 13 February 2017: 

12.00–4.00pm  

UKPSF Dimensions 

A4, A5, K2, K4, K5, V1, V3 

 Running a TEL activity, including the role of the online tutor and writing an invitation 

 Exploring evaluation and appropriate methods 

 Evaluation instruments for learning objects  

                                                           

2 Participant liaison group (PLG) – this is a working lunch that take places before three of the workshops and provide you 

with the opportunity to share your views on the course, discuss your experiences and consider how these might impact on 

your own approaches to use of technology enhanced learning. 
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Online activity 5 - Planning for 
evaluation  

 

Monday 13 February – Sunday 
5 March 2017 

 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A4, A5, K2, K4, K5, V1, V3 

Developing and sharing a plan for evaluating your project 

 

Drop in session followed by time 

for project development (optional) 

Monday 20 March 2017: 1.00 – 

4.00pm 
UKPSF Dimensions 

N/A 

 

Workshop 5 - Sharing and 

reflecting on projects 

Monday 10 April 2017: 1.00 – 

4.00pm 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A4, A5, K1, K2, K4, K5, V1, V3 

 Sharing your projects 

 Interpreting evaluation data  

 Writing a good project case study 

 

Activity 6 – Planning for 
dissemination  

 

Monday 10 April– Sunday 30 
April 2016 

 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A1, A4, K1, K4, V1, V3, V4 

Share the plan for dissemination of your project for an identified group of stakeholders. 
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Workshop 6 (preceded by PLG3) – 

Extending Implementation and 

Understanding 

Monday 15 May 2017: 12.00–

4.00pm 

UKPSF Dimensions 

A4, A5, K2, K3, K4, V1, V2, V3, V4 

 Marking a case study and preparing for submission 

 Exploring TEL challenges and developing solutions 

 Emerging technologies – what does technologies may be appearing in Higher Education  

 

Drop in session followed by time 

for case study development 

Monday 12 June 2017: 1.00-

4.00pm 

UKPSF Dimensions 

N/A 

 

Drop in session followed by time 

for case study development 

Monday 17 July 2017: 1.00 – 

4.00pm 

UKPSF Dimensions 

N/A 

 

Drop in session followed by time 

for case study development 

Monday 7 August 2017: 1.00 – 

4.00pm 

UKPSF Dimensions 

N/A 

All face-to-face workshops will take place in the Experimental Teaching Space in Teaching Grid and all online 

workshops and activities will be available in Moodle. 

ONGOING REFLECTION 

We strongly encourage you to regularly record reflections as you engage in the course and carry out your 

project.  We have found that those participants that have regularly recorded their reflections find the writing 

up stage of the course much easier, therefore we strongly encourage you to do the same.  You might do this 

electronically using a blog, collecting evidence in an e-portfolio or even using the more traditional pen and 

paper.  Whatever method you choose we encourage sharing your reflections with fellow participants and 

colleagues where possible.   

Here are a few electronic tools that you might consider for keeping your reflections: 

 MyPortfolio http://myportfolio.warwick.ac.uk - sign in using your normal university account.    

 Warwick blogs http://blogs.warwick.ac.uk - sign in using your normal university account. 

                                                           

3 Participant liaison group (PLG) – this is a working lunch that take places before three of the workshops and provide you 

with the opportunity to share your views on the course, discuss your experiences and consider how these might impact on 

your own approaches to use of technology enhanced learning. 

http://myportfolio.warwick.ac.uk/
http://blogs.warwick.ac.uk/
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 Blogs in Moodle - to access click on “My profile” in the navigation block and then select “Blogs” from 

the list. 

 WordPress http://wordpress.com. 

As you reflect on your developing practice make sure that you consider how this evidence demonstrates your 

engagement with the UKPSF, and use this opportunity to support you in building a case for FHEA following 

completion of the course. 

SUGGESTED READING 

The list here is meant as a starting point for your reading and are not exhaustive.  Some books offer practical 

advice while others provide more theoretical explorations.  You may find some that you want to read from 

cover to cover and others that you want to dip in and out of, engaging with the sections most relevant to your 

project. 

 Bach, S., Haynes, P. & Lewis Smith, J. (2007) Online learning and teaching in higher 
education. Maidenhead: OU Press. Available from: 
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691610 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 Beetham, H. & Sharpe, R. (2007) Rethinking pedagogy for a digital age. London; New York: Routledge.  
Available from: http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2257240 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 Clark, R. C. and Mayer, R. E. (2016) E-learning and the science of instruction: proven guidelines for 
consumes and designers of multimedia learning.  New Jersey: Wiley.  Available from: 
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2879947 (Accessed 06/11/16) 
 

 de Freitas, S. & Jameson, J. (2012) The e-learning reader.  London; New York: Continuum. 

 Ellis, R. A. & Goodyear, P. (2010) Students' experiences of e-learning in higher education. Oxon; New York: 
Routledge. 

 Fisher, A., Exley, K. & Ciobanu, D. (2014) Using technology to support learning and leaching.   Oxon: 
Routledge. Available from: http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2719364 (Accessed 
06/11/16) 

 Garrison, D. R. & Anderson, T. (2003) E-learning in the 21st century: a framework for research and 
practice. London: RoutledgeFalmer.  Available from: 
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2637175 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 Haythornthwaite, C., Andrewys, R., Fransman, J. and Meyers, E. (2016) (2nd ed.) The SAGE Handbook of E-
learning Research. London: Sage.  Available from: 
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2815058 (Accessed 06/11/16) 
 

 Herrington, J., Reeves, T. C. & Oliver, R.  (2010) A guide to authentic e-learning. Oxon; New York: 
Routledge.   

 Joliffe, A., Ritter, J. & Stevens, D. (2001) The online learning handbook: developing and using web-based 
learning. London: Kogan Page. Available from: 
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691838 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 MacDonald, J. (2008) Blended learning and online tutoring: planning learner support and activity 
design. Aldershot: Gower. Available from: 
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691163 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

http://wordpress.com/
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691610
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2257240
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2879947
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2719364
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2637175
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2815058
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691838
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691163
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 Maier, P. W. A. (2000) Integr@ting technology in learning & teaching: a practical guide for 
educators. London: Kogan Page. 

 McAvinia, C. (2016)  Online learning and its users: lessons for higher education.  Kidlington: Chandos 
Publishing.  Available from: http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb3012167 (Accessed 
06/11/16) 

 McVay Lynch, M. & Roecker, J. (2007) Project managing e-learning: A handbook for successful design, 
delivery and management. Oxon: Routledge. 

 Morrison, T. & Rennie, F. (2013) E-learning and social networking handbook. Oxon: Routledge. Available 
from: http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691904 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 Pachler, N. & Daly, C. (2011) Key issues in e-learning: research and practice. London: Continuum 
International Publication Group. 

 Salmon, G. (2011) E-moderating: the key to teaching and learning online. London: Kogan Page.  Available 
from: http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2692633 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 Salmon, G. (2013). E-tivities: The key to active online learning.  Oxon: Routledge.  Available from: 
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2718973 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 Selwyn, N. (2010) Education and technology: key issues and debates. London: Continuum.  Available 
from: http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2724567 (Accessed 06/11/16) 

 Weller, M. (2011).  The digital scholar: how technology is changing scholarly practice. London: Bloomsbury. 

LIBRARY RESOURCES 

There are a wide range of books and periodicals relevant to the course available in the University Library, in 

addition to an extensive set of full text online journals; these texts focus on developing teaching, learning 

theory, educational technologies, project management and evaluation. Some of the key texts are located in a 

special Staff Development Collection which is housed in the Teaching Grid on the second floor of the Library.   

A selection of suggested reading is included at the end of this handbook. 

In addition to searching the online library catalogue you will find it useful to search the relevant educational 

databases which can be found on this page: http://webcat.warwick.ac.uk/search~S1/v?education.  British 

Educational Index (BEI), ERIC and Education Research Complete are good starting points for your search. 

You might also choose to sign up to journals for regular alerts, particularly useful journals include:  

 ALT-J: Research in Learning Technology 

 British Journal of Educational Technology 

 Higher Education Research and Development 

 Innovations in Education & Teaching International 

 

 

 

 

http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb3012167
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2691904
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2692633
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2718973
http://encore.lib.warwick.ac.uk/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2724567
http://webcat.warwick.ac.uk/search~S1/v?education
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ADDITIONAL SUPPORT 

In addition to attending the face-to-face sessions or online workshops as part of this course you are 

encouraged to access any other relevant training courses offered by the LDC, the Academic Technology team 

within IT Services and the Library.  In particular, you might choose to: 

 join the Technology Enhanced Learning Forum http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/telforum; or 

 sign up to other workshops offered by the teaching and learning team 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/teaching_learning/coursedirectory.  

Academic Technology Team 

The Academic Technology Team support the delivery of this course by contributing to sessions and providing 

participants with ongoing support.  Find out more about the team: 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/its/servicessupport/academictechnology/about_us  

Additional mentoring opportunity 

Participants enrolling on this course have a range of experiences and learning needs therefore we offer each 

participant the opportunity to have a second mentor from beyond the course team.  For example, participants 

may find it useful to have an additional mentor that can help them with different aspects of the course: 

 technical support for designing and building their technology enhanced learning project; or 

 pedagogic guidance about the best teaching and learning strategies to employ as part of their project. 

These mentors are all members of the Technology Enhanced Learning forum and before mentoring 

participants on the course are provided with training through a combination of an online course and face-to-

face training.  This training will ensure that all mentors are familiar with the course learning outcomes, 

assessment activities and the UKPSF.  The course team will be on hand to provide additional support to 

mentors if necessary. 

ASSESSED WORK 

If you are enrolled on the accredited route you will need to build a portfolio of assessed work including a case 

study and contributions to the assessed online activities.  If you have decided to enrol on the non-accredited 

route then we still encourage you to engage with the online activities and collect evidence that would support 

you to apply for recognition as a Fellow of the HEA in the future. 

CASE STUDY 

The case study is a structured piece of work based on your technology enhanced learning project and will 

provide evidence of the analysis of stakeholder needs; the selection of appropriate technology; project 

planning; design, implementation and evaluation; and the dissemination strategy.  

It should be 35004000 words and include (although not necessarily as discrete sections): 

 A brief contextual statement or paragraph which outlines the background to your project, subject 

specific issues, personal goals and any other information that will help your reader(s) to understand 

your project within your professional context. 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/telforum
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/teaching_learning/coursedirectory
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/its/servicessupport/academictechnology/about_us
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 An overview of your project in which you outline how you identified your project and how you 

managed it from beginning to end.  The case study should consider and discuss your choice of 

technology, justifying your choice in terms of student learning and your teaching. 

 The final outcome from your project, illustrating the learning activities/web pages, giving the URL (if 

access permissions allow) and/or copy of relevant site or key pages/learning design/teaching plan.  

 An evaluation of the approach you took to your project, paying particular attention to the outcomes 

for student learning and your own teaching. 

 A discussion of your findings and their implications for your future practice.  

You should draw on appropriate evidence from the literature to support your case study, in particular to 

explore the project design, choice of technological and pedagogical approaches and the project evaluation.  

ONLINE ACTIVITIES 

You are required to contribute to six online activities as part of the course.   

 Activity 1 is an introductory activity and not assessed. 

 Activity 2 is a formative activity in which you will get feedback that will inform your contributions to 

activities 3-6. 

 Activities 3, 4, 5 and 6 form part of the assessed portfolio for the course (for those of you on the 

accredited route).  The assessment of these activities will be based on contributions of around 1500 

words, or equivalent audio/video (based on average speaking paces of between 100 and 150 words 

per minute a 3-5 minute video would be equivalent to 500 words).  We also encourage participants on 

the non-accredited route to participate in these discussions, although they will not be assessed on their 

contributions. 

 

The activities focus on different dimensions of your study exploring: the use of different technologies to 

support teaching and learning; students’ attitudes to technology enhanced learning and what this means for 

those leading and designing courses; how teachers, designers and leaders select appropriate technologies to 

meet student needs; how to evaluate the effectiveness and impact of TEL projects; and plans for dissemination 

of your project. 

Before each activity you will be given clear guidance about the location of the activity and details of the length 

and nature of contributions that are expected. Throughout these activities you will be expected to share your 

own ideas, engaging critically with evidence from the literature to support these and respond to fellow course 

participants. 
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MAPPING OF ASSESSMENT TASKS TO LEARNING OUTCOMES AND UKPSF 

Each of the assessed elements of the portfolio is designed to support you in evidencing how you have met the 

Learning Outcomes for the Course and demonstrated your engagement UKPSF dimensions of practice as 

outlined in the table below. 

Portfolio element Learning Outcomes (see page 9) UKPSF Dimensions (see page 7) 

Areas of 
activity 

Core 
Knowledge 

Professional 
Values 

Case study All learning outcomes A1 
A4 
A5 

K1 
K2 
K4 
K5 

V1 
V2 
V3 
V4 

Online activity 3 
Exploring the use 
of technology 
enhanced learning   

LO1 
LO2 
LO6 
LO7 

A5 K1  
K2 
K4 

V3 

Online activity 4 
Designing your 
learning activity 

LO2 
LO3 
LO6 
LO7 

A1 
A4 

K1 
K2 
K4 

V2 
V3 

Online activity 
5Planning for 
evaluation 

LO4 
LO6 
LO7 

A4 
A5 

K2 
K5 

V1 
V3 

Online activity 6 
Planning for 
dissemination 

LO4 
LO5 
LO6 
LO7  

A1 
A4 

K1 
K4 

V1 
V3 
V4 

In addition to these you will have demonstrated how you have demonstrated clear and effective written 

and online communication skills throughout all of the assessed activities. 

PLAGIARISM 

Please ensure that all work submitted is your own, and that you always credit the work of others by 

referencing your work carefully. 

Plagiarism is the unacknowledged verbatim reproduction of written or other material by another person from 

whatever source.  

Plagiarism is covered by Regulation 11, Regulations Governing the Procedure to be Adopted in the Event of 

Suspected Cheating in a University Test.  For further information see: 

www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/gov/calendar/section2/regulations/cheating 

 

 

 

 

file:///D:/Users/Emma/Documents/work/EAPP/www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/gov/calendar/section2/regulations/cheating
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REFERENCING STYLE 

A consistent referencing style is required throughout the portfolio. A Harvard style is recommended as it is 

commonplace in the social sciences and other fields and is the one you are most likely to encounter in books 

and periodicals on learning and teaching in higher education. 

Harvard style citations consist of author or editor family names and the date of publication of an item. One of 

two forms may be used: 

Brookfield (1995) suggests… 

One writer (Schneckenberg 2009) has explored… 

In addition, wherever a direct quotation is used page numbers should be provided following the date, for 

example: 

Russell (2009, p.11) suggests that “Each discipline has its own approaches to learning and teaching.” 

A full list of references should be given at the end of each piece of work, for example: 

Brookfield, S. (1995) Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 

 

Russell, C. (2009) A systemic framework for managing e-learning adoption in campus universities: 

individual strategies in context. ALT-J: Research in Learning Technology, 17(1), pp.3-19. 

 

Schneckenberg, D. (2009) Understanding the real barriers to technology-enhanced innovation in 

higher education. Educational Research, 51(4), pp. 411-424. 

For further guidance on citation and referencing visit the Library website: 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/library/students/referencing  

SUBMISSION 

The submission date has been set as Monday October 2 2017.  

Once your case study is ready for assessment you will need to submit it through the course Moodle space - full 

details will be provided closer to the deadline. 

You are not required to resubmit your contributions to the online activities into your portfolio. The original 

activities will remain available to members of the course team and the external examiner at the end of the 

course. 

A hard copy of each piece of work should be printed off for your own back-up purposes and to be submitted 

on request in the event the e-portfolio or parts thereof become corrupted or accidentally deleted.  

DRAFT WORK 

Prior to final submission there will be an opportunity to submit a draft piece of work, in the form of a plan for 

the final case study and a completed section of up to a 1000 words.  The date for these drafts will be Monday 

14th August. 

 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/library/students/referencing
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MARKING 

All portfolios will be double marked using the assessment criteria on pages 17-19 of this handbook, and at 

least one of the assessors will hold Fellowship or Senior Fellowship of the Higher Education Academy.  First 

and second markers will assess the portfolio independently before agreeing a final mark.  Should the two 

markers be unable to agree on a mark then portfolio will be considered by a third marker who will have the 

casting vote.  Participants will receive feedback from both markers on how well you have met the course 

learning outcomes and on whether your submission meets the requirements for Associate Fellowship of the 

Higher Education Academy. 

All marks will be subject to agreement at an Exam Board, and a sample of work will be provided to the External 

Examiner, Professor Ray Land (particularly including borderline cases, or cases which provoked disagreement 

between first and second markers).   Regular moderation meetings attended by all APP (TE) reviewers will 

ensure that there is a shared understanding of the standards by which Fellowship judgements are made, and 

assessment criteria are applied fairly and consistently. 

Where work is submitted by the given submission date feedback will be provided to participants within twenty 

working days, following agreement at Exam Board.  If a submission is late then it may not be possible to 

provide feedback within this timescale due to timing of Exam boards, participants will be made aware of this 

before final submission. 

RESUBMISSION 

If a piece of work does not meet the requirements for a pass then participants will be offered one opportunity 

to revise and resubmit their work.  Prior to resubmission you will have the opportunity to meet and discuss the 

work with one of the markers. 

If you are required to resubmit you will be given a deadline by which to do this and the work will be 

resubmitted through Moodle. 

HOLDING OF ASSESSED WORK 

Participants must keep all assessed work until after the final Examination Board. We encourage you to keep 

hard copies of all documentation wherever possible. 

Normally, submitted portfolios are retained for a period of two years by the Learning & Development Centre 

for the purposes of assessment moderation and the monitoring of course development and impact. (You are 

therefore advised to retain a copy of all documents contained within the portfolio for your own records.)  

As portfolios for this course are electronic, there is no issue of returning assessed work.  

Confidentiality is strictly maintained and no access to copies of assessed work is permitted to any persons 

without your permission, other than those directly involved in assessment procedures and those undertaking 

course review under quality assurance arrangements recognised by the University. If you do not want copies 

of your work retained beyond the minimum period required by the University procedures, please inform the 

Course Secretary and arrangements will be made for them to be destroyed.  
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EXTERNAL EXAMINATION 

All work submitted on the PGA in Technology Enhanced Learning will be considered at a formal Exam Board, 

and a sample of work will be made available to the External Examiner for review.  Official feedback and formal 

confirmation of distinction/merit/pass/refer can only be made after the meeting of the Board of Examiners has 

taken place.  Candidates must be available for interview by an External Examiner if required. 

The External Examiner is an experienced colleague from another institution with significant knowledge and 

understanding of the discipline and qualifications being examined.  The role of the External Examiner is to 

ensure that the course is comparable in standard to similar courses at other universities within the United 

Kingdom, that the assessment processes are fair and that the awards made to students are appropriate.   

Current External Examiner: Professor Ray Land 

Ray Land is Professor of Higher Education at Durham University and Director of Durham’s Centre for Academic 

Practice. He has been a higher education consultant for the OECD and the European Commission and has 

recently been involved in two European Commission higher education projects in Europe and Latin 

America. He has published widely in the field of educational research, including works on academic 

development, learning technology and quality enhancement. He is best known for his theory (with Jan Meyer) 

of Threshold Concepts and Troublesome Knowledge.  

Qualifications: MA (Hons) English Language and Literature, PGCE English, MSc Educational Studies, PhD 

Educational Research, FRSA, PFHEA. 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
 

This course is assessed through a portfolio of work.  In order for the portfolio to achieve a merit or distinction 

all components of the portfolio will need to meet the same level of achievement (as outlined in the marking 

criteria that follow). 

 Case study – 3500-4000 words. 

 Online activities – 1500 words from across four assessed activities (3,4 5 and 6). 

 
Assessment of online activities 

In order to pass the online activities students have to demonstrate that they have accessed and contributed to 

each activity, and interacted with their fellow students as specified in the instructions. 

Feedback on the online activities is given shortly after the completion of each activity.  In some instances this is 

feedback to the whole group whilst in others it is individual.  The feedback given is formative, aimed at 

supporting learners to take the next step. 

However, if any individuals need to develop their responses in order to achieve a pass they will be provided 

with additional feedback and instructions. 
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 Items in Bold are the University of Warwick’s Faculty of Social Studies Postgraduate Marking Criteria 

 Items in purple are the expansions to these criteria that directly relate to the learning outcomes for this course.  

 Comprehension Analysis Critique Presentation 

Distinction 
 Use of wide range of 

relevant sources, well 

understood and fully 

appreciated. 

 Breadth of understanding of 

the current debates and 

issues around technology 

enhanced learning in higher 

education. 

 Demonstration of engagement 

with a wide range of sources 

around the effective 

pedagogical application of 

technology enhanced learning.   

 Identification and selection of 

a range of sources that are 

relevant to the particular 

focus of the project, or area of 

personal learning.  

 

 Excellent answer to 

question. Locates suitable 

concepts and makes 

comprehensive assessment 

of issues involved.  

 Understands the relevant 

theories and applies them 

to answering the question. 

 Excellent analysis of the 

opportunities and constraints 

in using technology to support 

learning, showing a clear 

awareness of how the ideas 

and theories around effective 

pedagogical application of 

technology enhanced learning.     

 Demonstration of excellent 

use of evidence informed 

approaches in planning, 

implementing and evaluating 

a technology enhanced 

learning project and own 

learning. 

 Thorough analysis of the 

evaluation data collected and 

excellent interpretation of the 

findings. 

 Distinctive personal 

perspective on the 

problems in the question.  

 Ability to set sources and 

viewpoints in context and 

evaluate contributions.  

 Methodological awareness 

and theoretical 

appreciation. 

 Very clear consideration and 

discussion of how the 

concepts and theories apply to 

the particular context in which 

the learning is situated (either 

around project 

implementation or personal 

learning). 

 Effective understanding and 

application of the relevant 

methodology for evaluating 

the project, its impact and 

own performance and 

learning. 

 Excellent critical engagement 

and reflection on the 

evaluation of the project and 

own learning, with a view to 

identifying next steps for 

developing practice. 

 Well-structured and 

planned.  

 Clear, articulate style (with 

good spelling, grammar 

and syntax).  

 Proper referencing and 

bibliography.  

 Confident presentation and 

appropriate length. 

 Excellent engagement with 

colleagues through supportive 

and reflective dialogue. 
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Merit 
 Good understanding of 

main sources, well 

summarised and used in a 

relevant way. 

 Good of understanding of 

some current debates and 

issues around technology 

enhanced learning in higher 

education. 

 Demonstration of engagement 

with a range of sources 

around the effective 

pedagogical application of 

technology enhanced learning.   

 Identification and selection of 

some sources that are 

relevant to the particular 

focus of the project, or area of 

personal learning.  

 

 Competent answers to the 

question bringing out 

useful points and 

substantiating them.  

 Use of theoretical models 

in a relevant way to 

answer to the question.  

 Presentation of arguments 

and intelligent comments 

relevant to the question. 

 Competent analysis of the 

opportunities and constraints 

in using technology to support 

learning, identifying useful 

points from relevant ideas and 

theories around effective 

pedagogical application of 

technology enhanced learning.     

 Use of relevant evidence and 

theoretical models to inform 

approaches in planning, 

implementing and evaluating 

a technology enhanced 

learning project and own 

learning. 

 Analysis of some of the 

evaluation data collected and 

some consideration of the 

meanings of these findings. 

 

 Appreciation of main 

issues and ability to make 

appropriate critical points.  

 Sensible commentary on 

evidence and materials 

used 

 Appreciation of how the 

concepts and theories apply to 

the particular context in which 

the learning is situated (either 

around project 

implementation or personal 

learning). 

 Some discussion of the choice 

and application of the relevant 

methodology for evaluating 

the project, its impact and 

own performance and 

learning. 

 Some critical engagement and 

reflection on the evaluation of 

the project and own learning. 

 Competent structure.  

 Clear presentation 

(including good spelling, 

grammar and 

syntax).  

 Proper referencing and 

bibliography.  

 Control of length 

 Engagement with colleagues 

through in dialogue around 

the use of Technology 

Enhanced Learning. 
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Pass 
 Understanding of the 

literature and fair range of 

source material consulted. 

 Understanding of issues 

around technology enhanced 

learning in higher education. 

 Demonstration of engagement 

with some sources around the 

effective pedagogical 

application of technology 

enhanced learning.   

 

 

 Presentation of arguments 

and intelligent comment 

relevant to the question. 

 Limited use and 

understanding of 

theoretical models.  

 Intelligent comment on the 

opportunities and constraints 

in using technology to support 

learning, supported by some 

relevant ideas and theories 

around effective pedagogical 

application of technology 

enhanced learning.     

 Attempt to use some relevant 

evidence and theoretical 

models to inform approaches 

in planning, implementing and 

evaluating a technology 

enhanced learning project and 

own learning. 

 Presentation of simple 

analysis of data but limited 

consideration of the meanings 

of these findings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sensible commentary on 

evidence and materials 

used. 

 Limited discussion of how the 

concepts and theories apply to 

the particular context in which 

the learning is situated (either 

around project 

implementation or personal 

learning). 

 Sensible choice and 

application of the relevant 

methodology for evaluating 

the project, its impact and 

own performance and 

learning, but little discussion 

of the chosen methodology 

and its applicability. 

 Sensible reflection on the 

project evaluation and own 

learning but little critical 

engagement. 

 Coherent presentation. 

Satisfactory spelling, 

grammar and syntax.  

 Satisfactory referencing 

and bibliography. 

 Satisfactory contribution to 

the online activities. 
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Refer  
 Some or limited evidence 

of reading and 

understanding. 

 Limited understanding of 

issues around technology 

enhanced learning in higher 

education. 

 Limited evidence of 

engagement with appropriate 

pedagogic literature or 

literature on technology 

enhanced learning.   

 

 Introduction of basic 

concepts and effort made 

to relate them to the 

question.   

 Lack of analytical 

approach. 

 Basic introduction on the 

opportunities in using 

technology to support 

learning. 

 Little attempt to support 

arguments with relevant 

evidence or theoretical models 

around the use of technology 

enhanced learning. 

 Limited analysis of the data 

collected. 

 

 Mainly descriptive 

unsubstantiated points. 

 Lack of a clear critical or 

appreciative framework. 

 No discussion of how the 

concepts and theories apply to 

the particular context in which 

the learning is situated (either 

around project 

implementation or personal 

learning). 

 Inappropriate choice of 

methodology for evaluating 

the project and own 

performance. 

 Lack of reflection on the 

project evaluation and own 

learning. 

 Attempt made at coherent 

presentation. 

 Unsatisfactory contribution to 

the online activities. 
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FORMAL COURSE PROCESSES 

EXTENSIONS 

This course is designed to be completed within 12 months and a deadline within this period will be 

given at the start of the programme.  However, there is a maximum completion time of 18 months in 

order to ensure participants has sufficient time to effectively implement and evaluate their projects.  

Therefore, if you feel that you are not able to complete the project and submit by the initial deadline 

you should discuss this with a member of the course team and a new deadline will be agreed.  If for 

any reason you believe that you will not be able to complete your course within this 18-month period 

then you should again discuss this with a member of the course team, with a view to applying for a 

formal extension through student records. 

TEMPORARY WITHDRAWAL 

A temporary withdrawal is an approved period of time when a student is not studying for his/her 

award. Students may request periods of temporary withdrawal for financial, medical, maternity or 

personal reasons including family circumstances or increased work commitments resulting in you being 

unable to dedicate the required time to your studies.  If any of these situations then you should discuss 

it with a member of the course team in order to apply for this temporary withdrawal through student 

records. 

MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES 

Mitigating Circumstances are unforeseen events or circumstances which have a significant negative 

impact on your ability to successfully complete, or study effectively in preparation for, summative 

assessment tasks such as essays, written or oral examinations, assessed presentations or assessed 

laboratory work.  For guidance on the policies and procedures around mitigating circumstances please 

visit: 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/aro/dar/quality/categories/examinations/policies/u_mitigatingci

rcumstances/  

APPEAL 

In line with University policy there is no right of appeal against: 

 the academic judgement of examiners; 

 the requirement to resubmit work. 

However, should there be evidence of procedural irregularities in the conduct of assessment, or 

evidence of prejudice or bias during the assessment process an appeal would be considered. In line 

with University policy for appeal on postgraduate courses if you feel that arrangements on the course 

are inadequate you are expected to make a complaint at an earlier stage or explain why they failed to 

provide evidence of this before the assessment process. 

 

 

 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/aro/dar/quality/categories/examinations/policies/u_mitigatingcircumstances/
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/aro/dar/quality/categories/examinations/policies/u_mitigatingcircumstances/
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COMPLAINTS 

Complaints concerning the quality of teaching or of pastoral care on the course should be brought to 

the attention of the course leader as soon as possible. We take all complaints and suggestions 

seriously, and will respond to all points raised either by changing our practices or by explaining why 

this is not possible.
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APPENDIX: ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL PATHWAYS AT WARWICK 

 


